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1 Introduction
The scattering processes of elementary particles are usually described in terms of ampli-
tudes that determine transition probabilities depending on kinematic variables and inter-
nal charges. One of their fundamental properties is Lorentz invariance under SO(1, 3) ∼
SL(2,C) symmetry group1 which, together with unitarity, imposes very strong constraints
on their kinematic dependence. SL(2,C) is also a symmetry group of conformal geometry
on the Riemann sphere that can be identified, by using Bondi coordinates, as the celestial
sphere at null infinity. Hence it is not surprising that the scattering amplitudes can be
recast into “celestial” amplitudes having the form of conformal correlation functions on
the celestial sphere.
There are two roads leading to celestial amplitudes. One, pioneered by Strominger [1],
is by formulating quantum field theory in curvilinear (Bondi) coordinates which are best
suited for investigating the asymptotic structure of spacetime. This may well be an impor-
tant step towards developing a holographic description of flat spacetime. Another one is by
starting from amplitudes describing transitions between momentum eigenstates and chang-
ing the asymptotic basis from plane waves to the so-called conformal wave-packets with
well-defined conformal weights [2–6]. This is accomplished by taking Mellin transforms of
traditional amplitudes and utilizes standard tools of four-dimensional quantum field theory
and two-dimensional “celestial” CFT, without referring to curvilinear coordinates. This
road can be followed [7] for investigating connections between gauge theories and gravity,
aiming towards an explanation of the “double copy” or “Einstein = Yang-Mills2” rela-
tions [8, 9]. The first road led to a startling discovery that the soft theorems describing
emissions of low-energy photons and gluons take the form of Ward identities associated to
two-dimensional CFT currents [1, 10, 11]. These currents can be identified as dimension
1More precisely, SO+(1, 3) ∼ PSL(2,C).
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one limits of primary fields associated to gauge bosons, as they appear in the so-called con-
formally soft limit [12] of the amplitudes. In this paper we follow the second, old-fashioned
field-theoretical route to show that the conformally soft limit of tree-level celestial Yang-
Mills amplitudes is dominated by the contributions of low-energy, soft particles. We study
the corresponding CFT correlators and derive the OPE rules for the primary fields from
well-known collinear limits of invariant matrix elements. We show that OPE yields the
same Ward identities as the identities derived by using soft theorems [11].
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a short account of the notation
and basic formulas describing conformal primary wavefunctions and their properties. In
section 3, we discuss soft limits of celestial amplitudes obtained by Mellin transformations
converting the plane wave basis into conformal wave-packets. Usually, the conformally
soft limit is related in a straightforward way to the low-energy soft limit however, in some
cases, especially with a smaller number of particles (n < 6) this limit is more subtle. It
requires either using a different basis for the solutions of kinematic constraints or exploring
the “corners” of kinematic space that are accessible only through some special solutions
of kinematic constraints. In all cases, the soft and conformally soft limits are equivalent.
In section 4, we derive the OPE rules for the primary conformal field operators associated
to gauge bosons. They follow from the well-known collinear limits of invariant matrix
elements [13]. We then take the limit when one of the operators in the product becomes
conformally soft (dimension one) and obtain the OPE rules for the holomorphic and anti-
holomorphic currents. The Ward identities following from such OPE have exactly the
same form as those obtained by using soft theorems. In the appendix, we give a solution
of n-particle kinematic constraints best suited for investigating the soft limits.
The present paper has some overlap with ref. [14] which reaches similar conclusions
regarding soft and conformally soft limits.
2 Preliminaries
In this section we establish notation and give a short exposition of the properties of con-
formal primary wavefunctions as discussed in refs. [3, 4].
In four-dimensional Minkowski space, the Lorentz group is equivalent to the two-
dimensional conformal group SL(2,C). In order to elucidate this connection, it is convenient
to use Bondi coordinates (u, r, z, z¯), where the coordinates z, z¯ parametrize what is known
as the celestial sphere CS2 at null infinity. On CS2, the SL(2,C) Lorentz group acts as the
global conformal symmetry group:
z →
az + b
cz + d
, ad− bc = 1. (2.1)
A general light-like momentum vector can be parametrized as
pµ = ωqµ, qµ =
1
2
(1 + |z|2, z + z¯,−i(z − z¯), 1− |z|2) (2.2)
where qµ is a null vector, the direction along which the massless state propagates, and ω
is the light cone energy. Their transformation properties under the Lorentz group are
ω → (cz + d)(c¯z¯ + d¯)ω, qµ → q′µ = (cz + d)−1(c¯z¯ + d¯)−1Λµνq
ν (2.3)
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so that pµ → p′µ = Λµνpν , where the matrix Λ
µ
ν is the associated Lorentz group element
in the four-dimensional representation. The usual gauge boson plane waves, in the Lorentz
gauge ∂µA
µ = 0, are
ǫµℓ(p)e
∓i|p0|X0±i~p· ~X , ℓ = ±1 (2.4)
where ǫµℓ(p) is the polarization vector, ℓ is the helicity and the ± sign in the exponential
is used to distinguish between incoming and outgoing solutions.
As explained in [3, 4], a Mellin transform allows us to construct another basis of
massless gauge boson solutions
A∆±µJ (X
µ, z, z¯) (2.5)
labelled by the points z, z¯ on CS2, the conformal dimension ∆ and two-dimensional spin
J = ±1, with the ± superscript used to distinguish between outgoing and incoming wave-
functions. The conformal spin can be identified with four-dimensional helicity. These
solutions satisfy Maxwell equations and transform under the Lorentz group SL(2,C) as
four dimensional vectors and two dimensional conformal (quasi) primaries of spin J = ±1
and weight ∆:
A∆±µJ
(
Λ νµ X
ν ,
az + b
cz + d
,
a¯z¯ + b¯
c¯z¯ + d¯
)
= (cz + d)∆+J(c¯z¯ + d¯)∆−J Λ νµ A
∆±
νJ (X
µ, z, z¯) . (2.6)
We will be often characterizing such fields by their conformal weights
h =
1
2
(∆ + J), h¯ =
1
2
(∆− J) . (2.7)
The polarization vectors ǫµl(p) of the one-particle massless states can be written in
terms of the null vector qµ
∂zq
µ = ǫµ+(p) ∂z¯q
µ = ǫµ−(p) . (2.8)
The conformal primary wavefunctions are given by2
A∆±µJ (X
µ, z, z¯) =
∂Jq
µ
(−q ·X ∓ iǫ)∆
+
∂Jq ·X
(−q ·X ∓ iǫ)∆+1
qµ . (2.9)
They satisfies both the Lorentz and radial gauge conditions
∂µA
∆±
µJ = 0 , X
µA∆±µJ = 0 (2.10)
and have dimensions ∆ = 1 + iλ with λ ∈ R. In eq. (2.9), ∂J denotes ∂z/∂z¯ for positive
(J = +1) / negative (J = −1) helicity respectively. These states belong to the principal
continuous series of the unitary representations of SL(2,C).
The connection to Mellin-transformed plane waves is established in the following way.
The Mellin transform of the plane wave (2.4) is
V ∆±µJ (X
µ, z, z¯) ≡ ∂Jqµ
∫ ∞
0
dω ω∆−1e∓iωq·X−ǫω . (2.11)
2The +iǫ prescription is used to circumvent the q · X singularity. The same ǫ acts as an ultraviolet
regulator in Mellin transforms discussed below.
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The conformal wave function (2.9) can be written as
A∆±µJ = g(∆)V
∆±
µJ + ∂µa
∆±
J (2.12)
where
g(∆) = (±i)∆
∆− 1
Γ(∆ + 1)
= (±i)1+iλ
iλ
Γ(2 + iλ)
(2.13)
and
a∆±J (X
µ, z, z¯) =
(
∂Jq ·X
∆(−q ·X ∓ iǫ)∆
)
. (2.14)
This means that the conformal wave function is equivalent to a Mellin-transformed plane
wave up to an additive gauge transformation, and up to a multiplicative normalization
factor g(∆) that will play important role in the following discussion. In order to simplify
the formulas, whenever using g(∆) of eq. (2.13), we will use the (−i)∆ factor corresponding
to outgoing (+) wavefunctions. At the end of section 4 we will explain the role of this factor
in implementing the CPT symmetry of four-dimensional theory.
In this paper, we will analyze the soft conformal limit of λ → 0 (∆ → 1). This limit
is singular, for two reasons. First of all, the normalization factor g → 0. Furthermore, for
∆ = 1, the gauge parameter a∆±J of eq. (2.14) is not suppressed at X → ∞, therefore it
corresponds to a large gauge transformation that can have observable effects if the gauge
sources do not vanish at the space-time boundary. From now on, this mode will be called
the “Goldstone mode”. One of our goals is to elaborate on the connection between the
conformal soft limit and the ω → 0 zero energy limit described by the well-known soft
theorems.
3 Soft vs. conformally soft limits of celestial Yang-Mills amplitudes
Since according to eq. (2.12), the conformal primary wave functions (2.9) correspond, up
to pure gauge terms, to Mellin transforms of plane wave packets, Yang-Mills amplitudes
can be transformed into “celestial” basis by applying Mellin transformations with respect
to the energy variables:
AJ1...Jn(∆i, zi, z¯i) =
(
n∏
i=1
g(λi)
∫
dωi ω
iλi
i
)
δ(4)
(∑
i
ǫiωiqi
)
Mℓ1...ℓn(ωi, zi, z¯i) (3.1)
where ǫi = ± for outgoing/ingoing particles. Here, M is the Feynman invariant matrix
element for the scattering process. We focus on “partial” amplitudes associated to one par-
ticular Chan-Paton group factor Tr(T 1T 2 · · ·Tn). For a review of Yang-Mills amplitudes,
see ref. [13]. The conformal dimensions ∆i = 1+iλi are Mellin-dual to the energies ωi. Un-
der SL(2,C) transformations, celestial amplitudes transform as two-dimensional conformal
correlators:
AJ1...Jn
(
∆i,
azi + b
czi + d
,
a¯z¯i + b¯
c¯z¯i + d¯
)
=
n∏
i=1
(czi + d)
∆i+Ji(c¯z¯i + d¯)
∆i−JiAJ1...Jn(∆i, zi, z¯i) . (3.2)
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In this way, four-dimensional scattering amplitudes are recast into the form of correlation
functions of primary CFT field operators on CS2.
Until quite recently, most of attention was focused on the correlators involving one
or more operators associated to “soft” gauge bosons with Minkowski energies ω → 0. In
ref. [11], it was argued that this limit corresponds to the conformally soft limit of λ → 0
(∆ → 1) of the dual variable. Then the soft operators can be identified as ∆ = 1 CFT
currents and the well-known soft theorems appear as Ward identities associated to such
currents. Beyond the soft limit, several examples of Yang-Mills amplitudes have been
recently discussed in refs. [4–6]. In this section, we discuss the conformally soft limit of
such “hard” amplitudes.
In eq. (3.1), the invariant matrix element M is expressed in terms of the energy ω
and “angular” z variables. It is very instructive to discuss the number of independent
“energy” and “angle” variables. An n-point scattering amplitudes depends on 3n−10
Lorentz-invariant kinematic variables. For n = 4, we have 2 variables that can be expressed
in terms of one (light-cone) energy scale and one angle, specified by (the real part of) one
complex coordinate on CS2, say z4, or equivalently by (the real part of) one cross-ratio.
For n = 5, there is still only one energy scale but two complex points z4, z5. For n = 6, we
have three complex points, therefore we have two energy scales, for the total of 8 variables.
This is the lowest n case when one can discuss the soft limit in a straighforward way, by
taking a direct low energy limit, e.g. ω6 → 0, without “engineering” it by some special
configurations of celestial points.
In order to make the above arguments more explicit, we discuss the momentum conser-
vation constraints implied by the delta function inside eq. (3.1). For n = 6, it is convenient
to use the following set of cross ratios:
t4 =
z12z34
z13z24
, t5 =
z12z35
z13z25
, t6 =
z12z36
z13z26
, (3.3)
where zij ≡ zi − zj . A straightforward but tedious computation allows rewriting the delta
function as
δ4
(
6∑
i=1
ǫiωiqi
)
=
i
4
(1− t4)(1− t¯4)
t4 − t¯4
1
|z14|2|z23|2
4∏
i=1
δ(ωi − ω
⋆
i ), (3.4)
where the solutions ω⋆i are
ω⋆1 = t4
∣∣∣∣z24z12
∣∣∣∣
2
(1−t4)(1−t¯4)
t4−t¯4
(
ǫ1ǫ5
t5−t¯5
(1−t5)(1−t¯5)
∣∣∣∣z15z14
∣∣∣∣
2
ω5+ǫ1ǫ6
t6−t¯6
(1−t6)(1−t¯6)
∣∣∣∣z16z14
∣∣∣∣
2
ω6
)
−ǫ1ǫ5t5
∣∣∣∣z25z12
∣∣∣∣
2
ω5−ǫ1ǫ6t6
∣∣∣∣z26z12
∣∣∣∣
2
ω6 (3.5)
= f15ω5+f16ω6
ω⋆2 = −
1−t4
t4
∣∣∣∣z34z23
∣∣∣∣
2
(1−t4)(1−t¯4)
t4−t¯4
(
ǫ1ǫ5
ǫ1ǫ2
t5−t¯5
(1−t5)(1−t¯5)
∣∣∣∣z15z14
∣∣∣∣
2
ω5+
ǫ1ǫ6
ǫ1ǫ2
t6−t¯6
(1−t6)(1−t¯6)
∣∣∣∣z16z14
∣∣∣∣
2
ω6
)
+
ǫ1ǫ5
ǫ1ǫ2
1−t5
t5
∣∣∣∣z35z23
∣∣∣∣
2
ω5+
ǫ1ǫ6
ǫ1ǫ2
1−t6
t6
∣∣∣∣z36z23
∣∣∣∣
2
ω6 (3.6)
= f25ω5+f26ω6
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ω⋆3 = (1−t4)
∣∣∣∣z24z23
∣∣∣∣
2
(1−t4)(1−t¯4)
t4−t¯4
(
ǫ1ǫ5
ǫ1ǫ3
t5−t¯5
(1−t5)(1−t¯5)
∣∣∣∣z15z14
∣∣∣∣
2
ω5+
ǫ1ǫ6
ǫ1ǫ3
t6−t¯6
(1−t6)(1−t¯6)
∣∣∣∣z16z14
∣∣∣∣
2
ω6
)
−
ǫ1ǫ5
ǫ1ǫ3
(1−t5)
∣∣∣∣z25z23
∣∣∣∣
2
ω5−
ǫ1ǫ6
ǫ1ǫ3
(1−t6)
∣∣∣∣z26z23
∣∣∣∣
2
ω6 (3.7)
= f35ω5+f36ω6
ω⋆4 = −
(1−t4)(1−t¯4)
t4−t¯4
(
ǫ1ǫ5
ǫ1ǫ4
t5−t¯5
(1−t5)(1−t¯5)
∣∣∣∣z15z14
∣∣∣∣
2
ω5+
ǫ1ǫ6
ǫ1ǫ4
t6−t¯6
(1−t6)(1−t¯6)
∣∣∣∣z16z14
∣∣∣∣
2
ω6
)
= f45ω5+f46ω6 . (3.8)
Note that the coefficients fkj , k = 1, 2, 3, 4 depend on zj and z1, z2, z3, z4 only. In the
appendix, we give similar expressions for arbitrary n ≥ 5. They involve n−4 independent
energy variables and n−3 complex cross ratios, adding up to 3n−10 kinematic variables.
In order to discuss the soft limit, we focus on the n = 6 “mostly plus” MHV amplitude3
M−−++++(ωi, zi) =
ω1ω2
ω3ω4ω5ω6
z312
z23z34z45z56z61
. (3.9)
After inserting it into the Mellin integral (3.1) and using eq. (3.4), we obtain∫ ∞
0
(
6∏
i=1
dωiω
iλi
i
)
ω1ω2
ω3ω4ω5ω6
z312
z23z34z45z56z61
i
4
(1− t4)(1− t¯4)
t4 − t¯4
1
|z14|2|z23|2
4∏
i=1
δ(ωi − ω
⋆
i )
=
i
4
(1− t4)(1− t¯4)
t4 − t¯4
1
|z14|2|z23|2
z312
z23z34z45z56z61
I6 (3.10)
where
I6 =
∫ ∞
0
dω5dω6 ω
−1+iλ5
5 ω
−1+iλ6
6 (f15ω5 + f16ω6)
1+iλ1(f25ω5 + f26ω6)
1+iλ2
× (f35ω5 + f36ω6)
−1+iλ3(f45ω5 + f46ω6)
−1+iλ4 . (3.11)
It is clear that the above integral is singular in the soft conformal limits λ5 → 0 and λ6 → 0.
It contains single poles that can be exhibited by changing the integration variables to
ωt = ω5 + ω6 ⇒
∫ ∞
0
dω5dω6 · · · =
∫ ∞
0
dωt
∫ ωt
0
dω6 · · · . (3.12)
Then
I6 =
∫
∞
0
dωt
∫ ωt
0
dω6 ω
−1+iλ6
6 (ωt−ω6)
−1+iλ5(f15ωt+(f16−f15)ω6)
1+iλ1(f25ωt+(f26−f25)ω6)
1+iλ2
×(f35ωt+(f36−f35)ω6)
−1+iλ3(f45ωt+(f46−f45)ω6)
−1+iλ4 . (3.13)
The leading 1/λ6 pole originates from the (Minkowski) soft region of ω6 ≈ 0:
I6(λ6→0)−→
∫
∞
0
dωt
∫
ωt
0
dω6ω
−1+iλ6
6 ωt
−1+iλ5(f15ωt)
1+iλ1(f25ωt)
1+iλ2(f35ωt)
−1+iλ3(f45ωt)
−1+iλ4
=
1
iλ6
I5+finite. (3.14)
3Helicity amplitudes are expressed in terms of (ω, z) variables by using 〈i j〉=√ωiωjzij , where zij=zi−zj .
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Similarly, the leading 1/λ5 pole originate from the upper limit ω6 ≈ ωt which corresponds
to ω5 → 0.
The above discussion makes it very clear that the conformal soft singularities are due to
soft particles with (almost) vanishing energies. Taking into acount that the normalization
factors g(λ) → λ, cf. eqs. (3.1), (2.13) and
M−−+++(ωi, zi) =
ω1ω2
ω3ω4ω5
z312
z23z34z45z51
, (3.15)
one finds that the celestial amplitudes have well-defined conformally soft limits, which in
this case is
A−−+++(+) = (−i)
(
1
z56
+
1
z61
)
A−−+++ (3.16)
where the helicity index in parentheses denotes the limit ∆ = 1 of the corresponding
conformal dimension.
Looking back at the case of n = 6, one may ask the question how to extract the
conformally soft singularities for the remaining particles, λi → 0 with i < 5. The obvious
answer is that one has to solve the delta function constraints (3.4) with a basis of four
energy variables different from ω∗i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4. In this way, one can identify all λ → 0
singularities of Mellin integrals, in each case associating it to the soft limit of one of energies
from outside the basis set. This means that the solutions like (3.4) miss the cases when
one of the basis energies becomes zero.
It is straightforward to extend the above discussion to n > 6 by using the solutions
of kinematic constraint written in the appendix. The limit of λ → 0 is always associated
to soft gauge bosons. Before discussing this limit in the context of two-dimensional CFT,
let us comment on the special case of n = 4 which was discussed extensively in refs. [4, 6].
After making connection between soft and conformally soft limits, we can extract the soft
conformal limits by localizing the Mellin integrals on the low energy ω → 0 regions of the
corresponding particles. This case, similarly to four basis energies encountered in the case
of n = 6, requires though a more careful handling of the kinematic constraints. We will
show that, as expected, the n = 4 amplitude reduces in the conformally soft limit to a
three-point amplitude.
In the case of three external particles, the amplitudes vanish due to kinematic con-
straints (3n−10=− 1). These constraints can be relaxed by changing the metric signature
from (+−−−) to (+−+−). This allows treating z and z¯ as two independent real variables.
Then two classes of non-trivial kinematic solutions are allowed: all zij = 0 with all z¯ij 6= 0
or all z¯ij = 0 with all zij 6= 0. In the case of amplitudes involving three gauge bosons, the
first one is appropriate for “mostly minus” helicity configurations while the second one is
good for the “mostly plus” amplitudes. We will focus on the latter ones. Assuming all
zij 6= 0, and specifying to the case of ǫ1 = ǫ2 = −ǫ3 = 1, the momentum-conserving delta
function can be written as
δ(4)(ω1q1 + ω2q2 − ω3q3) =
4
ω23
1
z23z31
δ
(
ω1 −
z32
z12
ω3
)
δ
(
ω2 −
z31
z21
ω3
)
δ(z¯13) δ(z¯23) ,
(3.17)
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with the additional constraint that the variables must be ordered in one of two possible
ways: z1 < z3 < z2 or z2 < z3 < z1, in order to ensure that all energies are positive. Using
the well-known three-particle MHV amplitude, one obtains
A−−+ =
(
4
3∏
i=1
g(λi)
)
z
1−i(λ1+λ2)
21 z
iλ1−1
23 z
iλ2−1
31 δ(z¯13)δ(z¯23)
∫
dω3 ω
i(λ1+λ2+λ3)−1
3 . (3.18)
For n = 4, as mentioned before, there is only one energy scale available, therefore in
order to study the zero energy limit of one particular particle one needs to treat momen-
tum conservation in a different way than in refs. [4–6] and, similarly to n = 3, relax the
kinematics to the (+ − +−) metric signature. The first step, however, is the same: the
four-particle delta function is cast into the form
δ(4)(ω1q1+ω2q2−ω3q3−ω4q4) =
4
ω4|z14|2|z23|2
× δ
(
ω1−
z24z¯34
z12z¯13
ω4
)
δ
(
ω2−
z14z¯34
z12z¯32
ω4
)
δ
(
ω3+
z24z¯14
z23z¯13
ω4
)
δ(r−r¯) ,
(3.19)
where r is the conformal invariant cross ratio:
r =
z12z34
z23z41
. (3.20)
We are interested in the λ4 → 0 limit which corresponds to ω4 → 0. In order to have
well-defined expressions we need to make some rearrangements in eq. (3.19). First,
1
|z14|2|z23|2
δ(r − r¯) = δ(z12z34z¯14z¯23 − z¯12z¯34z14z23) . (3.21)
Next,
δ
(
ω3 +
z24z¯14
z23z¯13
ω4
)
= δ
(
ω4 +
z23z¯13
z24z¯14
ω3
)
z23z¯13
z24z¯14
. (3.22)
By taking the soft limit ω4 → 0 of the above delta function, we obtain
z23z¯13
z24z¯14
δ
(
z23z¯13
z24z¯14
ω3
)
=
z¯13
ω3
δ(z¯13) (3.23)
where we chose, as in the n = 3 case, the delta function support on zij 6= 0 for i, j = 1, 2, 3.
We also assumed ω3 6= 0. This step requires (+ − +−) signature in order to treat zi, z¯i
as independent real variables. In (3.23) we do not take the limit z¯13 → 0 in the prefactor
because, as we shall see, the numerator will cancel against poles form the rest of the terms.
Proceeding in a similar fashion with the remaining delta functions we obtain
δ
(
ω1 −
z24z¯34
z12z¯13
ω4
)
= δ
(
ω1 −
z32
z12
ω3
)
(3.24)
where we used the original delta function of (3.22) to express ω4 = −
z23z¯13
z24z¯14
ω3,
4 and z¯34
z¯14
→ 1
on the locus of (3.23). Similarly, on the locus of (3.23), the r.h.s. of eq. (3.21) becomes
δ(z12z34z¯14z¯23 − z¯12z¯34z14z23) =
δ(z¯12)
z¯14z13z24
. (3.25)
4Notice that we cannot take simply ω4 → 0 since we have denominator z¯13 which goes to zero on the
locus of the delta function δ(z¯13).
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After all these cumbersome steps one finds that in the ω4 → 0 limit, the four-particle delta
function (3.19) degenerates to a form similar to eq. (3.17). After inserting the four-particle
MHV amplitude into the Mellin transform, one ends up with
A−−+(+) =
(
z31
z34z41
)(
4
3∏
i=1
g(λi)
)
lim
λ4→0
(
iλ4
∫ ′
dω4 ω
iλ4−1
4
)
× (3.26)
× z
1−i(λ1+λ2)
21 z
iλ1−1
23 z
iλ2−1
31 δ(z¯13)δ(z¯23)
∫
dω3 ω
i(λ1+λ2+λ3)−1
3
where the prime over the integral indicates that it is restricted to ω4 ≈ 0 region thus
excluding the “ultraviolet” part that can be eliminated by an explicit cutoff or another
regularization. The result is that, as expected,
A−−+(+) = (−i)
(
1
z34
+
1
z41
)
A−−+ . (3.27)
Is it possible to reach the λ4 = 0 limit, eq. (3.27) from the four-gluon amplitudes
discussed in refs. [4–6]? In the notation of ref. [6], the MHV amplitude5 is given by
AST−−++ = 2π
(
4
4∏
i=1
g(λi)
)
δ

 4∑
j=1
λj

 δ(r − r¯)× (3.28)
×
(
z24
z¯13
)iλ1 ( z¯24
z13
)iλ3 ( z¯34
z12
)i(λ1+λ2)(z14
z¯32
)i(λ2+λ3) r3
z¯212 z
2
34
.
In the limit of λ4 = 0, the z-dependent factors are finite, therefore the amplitude is sup-
pressed by the normalization factors and AST−−+(+) = 0. Does it mean that eq. (3.28) is
wrong? The answer is that in deriving eq. (3.28) only one particular, nonsingular solu-
tion of kinematic (delta function) constraints was taken into account. The “boundary”
solutions displayed in eqs. (3.22)–(3.25), with z¯ij = 0, are not included in eq. (3.28). We
conclude that due to kinematic (over)constraints, the conformal soft limit of four-gluon
celestial amplitudes is dominated by such singular contributions. Nevertheless as usual,
these contributions originate from the soft energy regions, but are harder to reach than
in the case of more particles. They can be interpreted as the contributions of Goldstone
modes.
Until this point, our discussion was limited to MHV amplitudes. Since we established
the connection between soft conformal and soft limits, we can use soft theorems as in
ref. [11], to show that for any helicity configuration,
AJ1,J2,...,Jn−1(Jn=+) = (−i)
(
1
z(n−1)n
+
1
zn1
)
AJ1,J2,...,Jn−1 . (3.29)
Before turning to Ward identities, let us recall that celestial amplitudes correspond to
the correlators of primary conformal fields:
〈Oa1λ1J1O
a2
λ2J2
. . .O
an−1
λn−1Jn−1
OanλnJn〉 =
=
∑
σ∈Sn−1
AσJ1J2...Jn−1Jn Tr
(
T a1T aσ(2) . . . T aσ(n−1)T aσ(n)
)
, (3.30)
5After including proper normalization factors.
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where ai are the gauge indices and T
ai are the gauge group generators in the fundamental
representation.6 The sum extends over all permutations σ of {2, 3, . . . , n} and Aσ are
the corresponding partial amplitudes. In the limit of λ = 0 (∆ = 1), the primary fields
define the following holomorphic and antiholomorphic currents associated to conformally
soft gauge bosons:
ja(z) = Oa0+(z, z¯) , j¯
a(z¯) = Oa0−(z, z¯) . (3.31)
in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. We will be discussing Ward identities
associated to these currents.
Here, as well in the remainder of the paper, we explicitly considered only the amplitudes
associated to the identity permutation because all other partial amplitudes can be discussed
in exactly the same way. Actually, it is easy to see that the soft limit written in eq. (3.29)
is valid for all partial amplitudes. After collecting the soft limits of all partial amplitudes
in eq. (3.30), we obtain the Ward identity
〈ja(z)Ob1λ1J1(z1, z¯1)O
b2
λ2J2
(z2, z¯2) . . .O
bn
λnJn
(zn, z¯n)〉 = (3.32)
=
n∑
i=1
∑
c
fabic
z − zi
〈Ob1λ1J1(z1, z¯1) . . .O
c
λiJi
(zi, z¯i) . . .O
bn
λnJn
(zn, z¯n)〉
and a similar identity for the antiholomorphic current. In next section, we discuss these
Ward identities in the context of the operator product expansion (OPE).
4 OPE for conformal primaries and currents
In this section, we discuss the Ward identity (3.32) from a different perspective. In the
framework of celestial CFT, the singularities at zi = zj , when the operators associated
to two gauge bosons are inserted at the same points on CS2, correspond to the singular-
ities of the operator product expansion (OPE). On the other hand, at the level of four-
dimensional kinematics, zi = zj corresponds to qi = qj , hence to the collinear limit of two
momenta, pi‖ pj .
The collinear singularities of Yang-Mills amplitudes are reviewed in section 8 of ref. [13].
At the tree level, the leading collinear poles arise from partial amplitudes with adjacent
gauge bosons, which we choose to be labelled by n−1, n. They depend on their respective
helicities. For identical helicities,7
M(1, . . . , n−1+, n+) =
1
z(n−1)n
ωP
ωn−1ωn
M(1, . . . , P+) + . . . (4.1)
M(1, . . . , n−1−, n−) =
1
z¯(n−1)n
ωP
ωn−1ωn
M(1, . . . , P−) + . . . (4.2)
6[T a, T b] = i
∑
c
fabcT c.
7The following equations are obtained from the formulas listed in ref. [13] by replacing the momentum
spinor products 〈n−1n〉 = √ωn−1ωnz(n−1)n and x = ωn−1/ωP . Here, we use a notation slightly different
from previous sections, by using superscripts to denote helicity states.
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The neglected terms are regular in the z(n−1)n = z¯(n−1)n = 0 limit.
8 In the above equations,
P denotes the combined momentum of the collinear pair,9
Pµ = pµn−1 + p
µ
n = ωP q
µ
P (4.3)
with
ωP = ωn−1 + ωn , q
µ
P = q
µ
n−1 = q
µ
n (zn−1 = zn = zP , z¯n−1 = z¯n = z¯P ) . (4.4)
For opposite helicities,
M(1, . . . , n−1−, n+) =
1
z(n−1)n
ωn−1
ωnωP
M(1, . . . , P−)
+
1
z¯(n−1)n
ωn
ωn−1ωP
M(1, . . . , P+) + . . . (4.5)
In order to extract the pole singularities of celestial amplitudes at zn−1 = zn =
zP , z¯n−1 = z¯n = z¯P , we insert the collinear limits of eqs. (4.1), (4.2) and (4.5) into the
Mellin transforms of eq. (3.1). At the leading order, it is sufficient to use the momentum-
conserving delta functions with the sum of collinear momenta replaced by the combined
momentum P , as in eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), because the poles are already contained in the
invariant matrix elements.
We begin with the case of identical helicities. For the (++) helicity configuration of
collinear particles (n−1, n), we obtain
AJ1...Jn−2(++)(λi, zi, z¯i) =
(
n∏
i=1
g(λi)
)(
n−2∏
i=1
∫
dωi ω
iλi
i
)∫
dωn−1ω
−1+iλn−1
n−1
∫
dωnω
−1+iλn
n
×
ωP
z(n−1)n
δ(4)
(
n−2∑
i=1
ǫiωiqi+ǫPωP qP
)
M(1, . . . ,n−2,P+) . (4.6)
The integrals over the energies of collinear particles yield∫
dωn−1ω
−1+iλn−1
n−1
∫
dωnω
−1+iλn
n ωP · · · =
∫
dωP
∫ ωP
0
dωn(ωP−ωn)
−1+iλn−1ω−1+iλnn ωP · · ·
= B(iλn−1, iλn)
∫
dωP ω
iλP
P · · · , (4.7)
where
λP = λn−1+λn (4.8)
and B denotes the Euler’s beta function,
B(x, y) =
Γ(x)Γ(y)
Γ(x+ y)
. (4.9)
8Subleading terms are discussed in ref. [15].
9Without losing generality, we can assume that both collinear particles are either incoming or outgoing,
i.e. ǫn−1 = ǫn ≡ ǫP .
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As a result, we obtain
AJ1...Jn−2(++)(λi, zi, z¯i) = (−i)
C(++)+(λn−1, λn)
zn−1 − zn
×AJ1...Jn−2+(λ1, . . . , λn−2, λP ; z1, . . . , zn−2, zP ; z¯1, . . . , z¯n−2, z¯P )
(4.10)
where, with the normalization factors given in (2.13),
C(++)+(λn−1, λn) = i
g(λn−1)g(λn)
g(λn−1 + λn)
B(iλn−1, iλn) = 1 +
λn−1λn
(1 + iλn−1)(1 + iλn)
. (4.11)
After collecting the collinear poles of all partial amplitudes in eq. (3.30), we find the
leading OPE terms:
Oaλ1+(z, z¯)O
b
λ2+(w, w¯) =
C(++)+(λ1, λ2)
z − w
∑
c
fabcOc(λ1+λ2)+(w, w¯) + . . . , (4.12)
where
C(++)+(λ1, λ2) = 1 +
λ1λ2
(1 + iλ1)(1 + iλ2)
. (4.13)
The case of identical (−−) helicity configurations can be discussed in the same way, lead-
ing to
Oaλ1−(z, z¯)O
b
λ2−(w, w¯) =
C(−−)−(λ1, λ2)
z¯ − w¯
∑
c
fabcOc(λ1+λ2)−(w, w¯) . . . , (4.14)
with
C(−−)−(λ1, λ2) = C(++)+(λ1, λ2) . (4.15)
For opposite helicities, the collinear limits of eq. (4.5) lead to energy integrals different
from (4.7). Instead, one finds∫
dωn−1ω
1+iλn−1
n−1
∫
dωnω
−1+iλn
n
1
ωP
· · · =
∫
dωP
∫ ωP
0
dωn(ωP−ωn)
1+iλn−1ω−1+iλnn
1
ωP
· · ·
= B(2+iλn−1, iλn)
∫
dωP ω
iλP
P · · · . (4.16)
In this case,
i
g(λn−1)g(λn)
g(λn−1 + λn)
B(2 + iλn−1, iλn) =
λn−1
(λn−1 + λn)(1 + iλn)
. (4.17)
After repeating the same steps as for identical helicities, we find the following leading OPE
terms
Oaλ1−(z, z¯)O
b
λ2+(w, w¯) =
C(−+)−(λ1, λ2)
z − w
∑
c
fabcOc(λ1+λ2)−(w, w¯)
+
C(−+)+(λ1, λ2)
z¯ − w¯
∑
c
fabcOc(λ1+λ2)+(w, w¯) + . . . (4.18)
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with
C(−+)−(λ1, λ2) =
λ1
(λ1 + λ2)(1 + iλ2)
(4.19)
C(−+)+(λ1, λ2) =
λ2
(λ1 + λ2)(1 + iλ1)
. (4.20)
The OPE for the holomorphic current defined in eq. (3.31) follows from eqs. (4.12)
and (4.18) by setting λ2 = 0 in the coefficients (4.13), (4.19) and (4.20). The result is
ja(z)ObλJ(w, w¯) =
1
z − w
∑
c
fabcOcλJ(w, w¯) + . . . (4.21)
Similarly, by seeting λ1 = 0 in the coefficients (4.15), (4.19) and (4.20), we obtain
j¯a(z¯)ObλJ(w, w¯) =
1
z¯ − w¯
∑
c
fabcOcλJ(w, w¯) + . . . (4.22)
These OPE rules lead to the same Ward identity (3.32) as the soft limits considered in
the previous section. Acting on the vacuum, the currents (3.31) create Goldstone modes.
Since
ja(z) jb(w) =
1
z − w
∑
c
fabcjc(w) + . . . (4.23)
these currents are associated to the nonabelian (global) symmetry of CFT on celestial
sphere.
Finally, let us recall that throughout all computations, we used the (−i)∆ prefactor
in the normalization factors g(∆), see the remark after eq. (2.13). This means that the
OPE rules written above apply to operators creating outgoing particles. For incoming
particles, there is a minus sign appearing on the r.h.s. of eqs. (4.12), (4.14) and (4.18).
After conjugating these products, we find that
Oa,inλJ (z, z¯) =
[
Oa,out−λ−J(z, z¯)
]†
. (4.24)
In this way, four-dimensional CPT symmetry is implemented at the level of celestial CFT.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we used traditional field-theoretical techniques to show that in the confor-
mally soft limit (λ = 0) of primary fields associated to gauge bosons, celestial amplitudes
are dominated by the contributions of soft (ω → 0) particles, thus confirming the same
conclusion reached in the “holographic” framework of quantum field theory in curvilinear
coordinates. We also derived the OPE rules for these primary field operators and the
currents that appear in their conformally soft limit and showed that the Ward identities
associated to the currents have the same form as the identities obtained by using soft the-
orems. As a corollary, Yang-Mills soft theorems follow from collinear theorems in the same
way as Ward identities follow from OPE in two-dimensional CFT.
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Celestial CFT of primary fields in the principal series with complex dimensions seems
rather exotic, but after all it is yet another realization of four dimensional Yang-Mills
theory. At the tree level, Yang-Mills is a simple theory, so it is a reasonable expectation
that at least some aspects of celestial CFT are not too complicated. The OPE derived in
this work should provide a good starting point for further investigations of celestial CFT.
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A Solution of n-particle momentum conservation constraints
Our goal is to solve the n-particle momentum conservation constraints (n ≥ 5) in a way
that allows straightforward access to n−5 soft regions of zero energy. To that end, we
define the following cross-ratios:
ti =
z12z3i
z13z2i
, i = 4, 5, . . . , n. (A.1)
The n-point momentum delta function can be written as
δ4
(
N∑
i=1
ǫiωiqi
)
=
i
4
(1− t4)(1− t¯4)
t4 − t¯4
1
|z14|2|z23|2
4∏
i=1
δ(ωi − ω
⋆
i ). (A.2)
The solutions are
ω⋆i = fi5ω5 + fi6ω6 + . . .+ finωn , (A.3)
where fij , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 5, 6, . . . , n are the following functions of celestial coordinates:
f1j = t4
∣∣∣∣z24z12
∣∣∣∣
2 (1− t4)(1− t¯4)
t4 − t¯4
ǫ1ǫj
tj − t¯j
(1− tj)(1− t¯j)
∣∣∣∣z1jz14
∣∣∣∣
2
− ǫ1ǫjtj
∣∣∣∣z2jz12
∣∣∣∣
2
(A.4)
f2j = −
1− t4
t4
∣∣∣∣z34z23
∣∣∣∣
2 (1− t4)(1− t¯4)
t4 − t¯4
ǫ1ǫj
ǫ1ǫ2
tj − t¯j
(1− tj)(1− t¯j)
∣∣∣∣z1jz14
∣∣∣∣
2
+
ǫ1ǫj
ǫ1ǫ2
1− tj
tj
∣∣∣∣z3jz23
∣∣∣∣
2
(A.5)
f3j = (1− t4)
∣∣∣∣z24z23
∣∣∣∣
2 (1− t4)(1− t¯4)
t4 − t¯4
ǫ1ǫj
ǫ1ǫ3
tj − t¯j
(1− tj)(1− t¯j)
∣∣∣∣z1jz14
∣∣∣∣
2
−
ǫ1ǫj
ǫ1ǫ3
(1− tj)
∣∣∣∣z2jz23
∣∣∣∣
2
(A.6)
f4j = −
(1− t4)(1− t¯4)
t4 − t¯4
ǫ1ǫj
ǫ1ǫ4
tj − t¯j
(1− tj)(1− t¯j)
∣∣∣∣z1jz14
∣∣∣∣
2
. (A.7)
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